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This week we’re finishing our “In God We Trust” series with a message on giving.


“In God We Trust: Giving” Summary 

• Our attitudes towards money, wealth & possessions can either ruin, restrict us from, or release us 
into God’s amazing will for our lives. 

• Jesus wants to be the Lord of all of our lives, so may we make the decision to either appoint, reappoint 
or reaffirm Jesus as the Lord of our money, wealth & possessions.


• Matthew 6 gives us some of Jesus’ clear financial blueprints for our lives:


• Matthew 6:2-4 - Giving is a trust thing. Flaunting wealth and generosity both represent a lack of 
trust in God. Jesus calls us to a quiet confidence that God is able to reward, repay and restore 
anything He leads us to give away.


• Matthew 6:19-21 - Giving should give us goosebumps. Jesus wants our greatest longings and 
joys to be fixed on the other side of eternity. The idea that lives could be changed by our giving 
should excite us.


• Matthew 6:24 - God wants to be our ultimate. Ultimately, God’s Word & Spirit should be the trump 
factors in our financial decisions.


• Matthew 6:31-33 - God rewards those who trust & obey Him. As we spend more time & energy 
on His Kingdom & righteousness, He promises to have our back 100%.


• As we reflect on Jesus’ words about our money, wealth & possessions, would you consider appointing, 
reappointing or reaffirming Him as the Lord of your money, wealth & possessions?


• As a church family, we all share in both the joys and the responsibilities of this household of faith. It’s fair 
& right that the first portion of our income should be returned to God, as an act of trust & worship, 
through our local church.


• Financial giving & generosity is a grace that the Apostle Paul encourages us to excel & grow in. Giving 
both expresses our trust in God and actively cultivates (grows) our trust in God.


Devotions / Discussion Starters 
Recommended readings: Matthew 6:2-4, 6:19-21, 6:24, 6:31-33


Questions to consider: 
• Do you find it easy or hard to trust God with your money, wealth & possessions? Share or reflect upon 

your own journey in this area.

• Do you agree or disagree that every regular participant / member of newHope should share in both the 

joys and responsibilities of the church, to the level at which they are able? Why or why not?

• Share or reflect on a time when you’ve experienced the joy or excitement of giving radically.

• Doc opened the message by saying, “Your attitudes towards money, wealth & possessions can ruin, 

restrict your from, or release you into God’s amazing will for your life.” Have you experienced this 
statement to be true in any way in the past or present?


Prayer Points: 
• For our church’s finances to grow & be well stewarded as we take the opportunities God is opening up

• For our children and young people, in particular that God would draw a core of young adults to us

• For Pete & JA as they continue to raise prayer & financial support for their cross-cultural ministry


Don’t forget we’re praying together at 9:30am every Sunday when the church gathers at Kellyville 
Public School!
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